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What is Parkinson’s Disease?

This section will help you understand the basics of Parkinson’s Disease, how Parkinson’s Disease affects the brain, its symptoms and ongoing research. Learn More
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Parkinson’s Resource Library

Browse our extensive library of Parkinson’s resources. Watch webinars, download our latest publications, and read articles — all filterable by the topic you would like to learn more about. 

Start Browsing
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Research

We are committed to scientific research and have been a funding partner in many major Parkinson’s disease scientific breakthroughs, investing more than $51 million in research since 1961. Read about what we fund and explore opportunities for funding.

Learn More
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Get Involved

As the country’s largest grassroots Parkinson’s organization, we rely on the community to help us in our cause. Join our community today.

Learn More
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Welcome to the APDA Northwest Chapter
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An In-Person PD Conference in Tacoma, WA




Friday, April 26th – REGISTER TODAY!
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Finessing Fine Motor Skills – Starts May 16
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Newly Diagnosed? Explore Resources & Support












				



				
					
				





About the APDA Northwest Chapter




The APDA Northwest Chapter supports and empowers people impacted by Parkinson’s disease (PD) in Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington states.  We promote hope and optimism through innovative services, programs, education, and support, while also funding vital research. We are here to help you and your loved ones every step of the way.




Services we provide:




	Educational programs and resources
	Support groups
	Exercise and wellness classes
	Newly Diagnosed Resources
	Consult with a Social Worker
	Information and referrals
	Financial Hardship Fund
	A quarterly magazine The Parkinson Pathfinder
	and much more





206-695-2905; apdanw@apdaparkinson.org
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Find Resources & Support Groups




We provide local resources and support to the Parkinson’s community. Find a support group, join an art or movement class, get physical or occupational therapy, or take part in clinical trials. Discover all the resources that may be available to you brought to you by your local team at APDA.





Discover Resources






Attend a Virtual Program or Event




APDA chapters are offering dozens of virtual programs and events that you can attend safely from your own home. Hop on a video with Dr. Gilbert, or jump into an exercise class. 





Explore Events






Featured Programs & Events:
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Beyond Medication Wellness Series




A series of free virtual workshops designed to give you practical tools and techniques to help you improve your quality of life with PD.





Learn More
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PRESS – a program for the newly diagnosed




The PRESS Program (Parkinson’s Roadmap for Education and Support Services) was designed for those diagnosed with PD within the last 5 years.





Learn More
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Care Partner Support Programs




When someone you love is diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease (PD), it is natural to feel a range of emotions from confusion to anger to fear.  Taking care of yourself is as important as caring for your loved one with PD.  APDA is here to help with resources and support programs designed specifically for you.





Learn More
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2024 Regatta Fundraising Race




Join us for the Regatta Fundraising Race for APDA on Thursday, June 6, 2024 from 7-10pm at Elliott Bay Marina – 2601 W Marina Pl, Seattle, WA 98199. As the kickoff race to the Downtown Sailing Series hosted by Elliott Bay Marina, sailors can combining the enthusiasm of the sailing community while raising critical funds for APDA.





Learn More
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2024 Magic of Hope Gala & Auction




Thank you for celebrating with us and giving so generously. Every dollar raised goes to provide the support, education, and research that will help everyone impacted by Parkinson’s disease live life to the fullest! Enjoy photos from the event.





View Photo Gallery





















    



Help Our Community




Make an impact to help people with Parkinson’s in your local community.  Your ongoing support makes our work possible. Please give what you can so that we may see a cure for Parkinson’s in our lifetimes.




Donate Today


















	




	

	
	        
                    
	

	
	 
	




 	


		
	

	

			

					




	
		
			
				Contact Northwest Chapter 

					Email: apdanw@apdaparkinson.org
	Phone: 206-695-2905


				Address:

				
				130 Nickerson Street

				Suite 300

				Seattle, WA 98109				

					
	
	
	


			

			
				Support Our Mission

				To support your local Northwest chapter, please click the button below:

				
					Donate Today
				

			

		

	



	
		
			Ask a Doctor
		

		
			Share Your Story
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 APDA In The News
	
 What Is Parkinson’s Disease?


	
 Robotic Garment Improves Stride in Patient With Parkinson's Disease


	
 Trial on way to increase exercise for Hispanic patients now recruiting


	
 ParkinSex, APDA guide for intimacy, honored by healthcare industry




Press and Media
	
 AMERICAN PARKINSON DISEASE ASSOCIATION TO CELEBRATE THE POWER OF A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY DURING PARKINSON’S DISEASE AWARENESS MONTH


	
 APDA’s ParkinSex Triumphs with Three Prestigious Industry Awards; Celebrated for Redefining & Rebuilding Intimacy for People with Parkinson's


	
 Hope in Progress: American Parkinson Disease Association Supports Researchers With $1.975 Million in New Funding


	
 AMERICAN PARKINSON DISEASE ASSOCIATION LAUNCHES PROFESSIONAL TRAINING COURSE TO EDUCATE ABOUT ADVANCED PARKINSON’S DISEASE




Recent News 
	Could drugs like Ozempic help people with Parkinson’s disease? 

	Skin Biopsy Update: The latest news re: efficacy and usefulness in Parkinson’s disease diagnosis, now and in the future 

	A new device dramatically improves freezing of gait in an individual with PD

	Spinal Cord Stimulation as Potential Treatment for Gait Issues
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			About APDA

			
				
					The American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA) is a nationwide grassroots network dedicated to fighting Parkinson’s disease (PD) and works tirelessly to help the approximately one million with PD in the United States live life to the fullest in the face of this chronic, neurological disorder. Founded in 1961, APDA has raised and invested more than $252 million to provide outstanding patient services and educational programs, elevate public awareness about the disease, and support research designed to unlock the mysteries of PD and ultimately put an end to this disease.
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			National Headquarters

			
				
					PO Box 61420

					 Staten Island, NY 10306

					 TEL: 800-223-2732

					 FAX: 718-981-4399

					apda@apdaparkinson.org
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				Any medical information provided is solely for the purpose of providing information and is not intended as medical advice. You should always talk to your personal healthcare providers for specific medical and health-related instructions and guidelines.


				American Parkinson Disease Association is exempt from federal income taxes under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.


				©2024 American Parkinson Disease Association. All Rights Reserved.
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Support Our Mission
To support your local Northwest chapter, please click the button below:
DONATE
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